MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

BETWEEN

INSTITUT TEKNOLOGI BANDUNG (ITB),
Bandung, Indonesia

AND

THE FUTURE UNIVERSITY (FU)
Khartoum, Sudan
The Parties to the Memorandum of Understanding:

The Memorandum of Understanding between INSTITUT TEKNOLOGI BANDUNG (ITB) having its address: Jalan Tamansari No. 64 Bandung 40116, Indonesia.
Tel: +62 22 4231792
Fax: +62 22 4231792
Email: humas@pusat.itb.ac.id
Website: www.itb.ac.id

Institut Teknologi Bandung (ITB), is represented by its Rector Prof. Akhmaloka, Ph.D.

And

THE FUTURE UNIVERSITY (FU) (formerly Computer Man College), having its address: Africa Street, Khartoum, P.O. Box 10553 Khartoum Sudan.
Tel: +249 183411818
Fax: +249 155182880
E-mail: info@fusudan.net
Website: www.futureu.edu.sd

The Future University is represented by its Chairman of the Board of Trustee Dr. Abu Baker Mustafa

Article I

1- The two parties, fully recognizing that academic exchange and cooperation between the two universities would be beneficial to all concerned, hereby affirm their intention to encourage such academic exchanges and cooperation in all related universities activities. The different faculties of the Institut Teknologi Bandung with their counterpart faculties of the Future University will reciprocate in different academic exchanges of staff, research, visiting professors and external examiners.

2- The institutes and centres of excellence and other bodies of the Future University will exchange with their similar institutions of Institut Teknologi Bandung, experiences, utilization of facilities and laboratories and joint research projects.
Article II

Areas of cooperation between the two parties are as follows:

1- Exchange of Students:

1-1 Graduates of excellence from Future University from appropriate faculties would have the opportunity of studying at postgraduate level in the Indonesian University. The postgraduate studies will focus on relevant research topics to Sudan.

1-2 The Future University and the Institut Teknologi Bandung would assist each other to attract students from Sudan to enrol in Institut Teknologi Bandung and students from Indonesia to enroll in the Future University.

1-3 Study tours and practical training of Future University students will be coordinated and organized by the two Parties in accordance to rules and regulations of the two Universities.

2- Exchange of Professors and Researchers:

This would be in the form of visiting professors, external examiners and involvement in Research and Development (R&D) or postgraduate research of students or short lectures to be delivered by exchange of academic staff.

3- Staff Development Programmes:

This will cover the academic staff through sabbatical leaves and participation in joint symposia, workshops and conferences and joint publications of research papers.

4- E-Learning:

The Future University e-learning programme will benefit from similar experiences, if any, from the collaborating Indonesian University.

5- Other Exchanges:

Exchange of other information, publications and materials for academic and research purposes will be organized by the two Universities.

Article III

Coordination of Execution of the MOU:

1- The Institut Teknologi Bandung nominates Directorate of Partnership and International Relations in charge of coordination of activities between the two universities.

2- The Future University nominates ... to be in charge of the coordination of activities between the two universities.
Article IV
The Cost:
The cost and expenses incurred in performing any activity pursuant to this MOU will be negotiated to mutual acceptance between the two Universities.

Article V
Amendment:
This MOU may be amended by mutual written agreements.

Article VI
Language of MOU:
This MOU is written in English in two original copies. Each partner shall retain one copy of the document.

Article VII
Effective date of the MOU:
Thus MOU shall become effective immediately upon being signed by the official representatives of two parties and shall remain valid for a period of three (5) years.

Article VIII
Termination of the MOU:
This MOU may be terminated by either University with written notice of six (6) months in advance. The termination will not affect ongoing activities. This MOU may be renewed for a further period of five (5) years by mutual consent prior to date of expiration.

Renewal of the MOU:
This MOU may be renewed for a further period of five (5) years by mutual consent prior to date of expiration.

Signed by:

Dr. Abu Baker Mustafa  
Chairman of the Board of Trustee  
Future University  
Khartoum, Sudan.  
Date: 18/9/2014

Professor Akhmaloka, Ph.D.  
Rector  
Institut Teknologi Bandung  
Indonesia.  
Date: 18/9/2014